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Abstract

We describe the quasi-periodic (QP) whistler-mode emissions found in the plasmasphere as detected by electric and magnetic

instrumentation onboard the Demonstration and Science Experiments (DSX) spacecraft in medium Earth orbit. Over the

course of the nearly 2-year mission, at least 45 episodes of whistler mode QP emissions were detected by the Broad Band

Receiver (BBR) onboard DSX. Episodes of QP emissions were identified by discrete events having a clear unambiguous periodic

nature as detected by both the electric antennae and search coil magnetic sensor in the BBR survey data at 30 second temporal

resolution. Most of the QP episodes occurred in a frequency range between 1- 4 kHz, in a band previously identified by Van

Allen Probes and Cluster investigators. However, episodes were also detected by DSX at higher frequencies - events in these

episodes extending all the way to 15 kHz. We present our findings on these unusual high frequency events in the presentation

herein. Specifically, these high frequency QP episodes tended to be observed near dawn/dusk when the spacecraft was at

relatively high magnetic latitudes and on magnetic L-shells between 3-5. Another unusual feature of these episodes is that

individual up-drifting events making up the episode were found to sometimes occur concurrently in time: The high frequency

portion of one up-drifting ‘polliwog-shaped’ event overlapped in time with the low frequency portion of the subsequent event.

This behavior of the QP emissions has not been previously emphasized and we consider how this temporal concurrence relates

to the source processes.
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Abstract. We describe the quasi-periodic (QP) whistler-mode emissions found
in the plasmasphere as detected by electric and magnetic instrumentation on-
board the Demonstration and Science Experiments (DSX) spacecraft in medium
Earth orbit. Over the course of the nearly 2-year mission, at least 45 episodes of
whistler mode QP emissions were detected by the Broad Band Receiver (BBR)
onboard DSX. Episodes of QP emissions were identified by discrete events hav-
ing a clear unambiguous periodic nature as detected by both the electric an-
tennae and search coil magnetic sensor in the BBR survey data at 30 second
temporal resolution. Most of the QP episodes occurred in a frequency range
between 1- 4 kHz, in a band previously identified by Van Allen Probes and
Cluster investigators. However, episodes were also detected by DSX at higher
frequencies - events in these episodes extending all the way to 15 kHz. We
present our findings on these unusual high frequency events in the presentation
herein. Specifically, these high frequency QP episodes tended to be observed
near dawn/dusk when the spacecraft was at relatively high magnetic latitudes
and on magnetic L-shells between 3-5. Another unusual feature of these episodes
is that individual up-drifting events making up the episode were found to some-
times occur concurrently in time: The high frequency portion of one up-drifting
‘polliwog-shaped’ event overlapped in time with the low frequency portion of the
subsequent event. This behavior of the QP emissions has not been previously
emphasized and we consider how this temporal concurrence relates to the source
processes.

1. Introduction

We describe the quasi-periodic (QP) whistler-mode emissions detected in the
plasmasphere as detected by electric and magnetic instrumentation onboard
the Demonstration and Science Experiments (DSX) spacecraft in medium Earth
orbit (MEO). Some of the DSX-observed QP emissions have characteristics that
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are very similar to those reported previously (i.e., Němec et al., 2018). However,
a subset of emissions has unusual morphology that we further describe below.

The presence of quasi-periodic very low frequency (VLF) emissions in the
plasmasphere is well-known, detected from both the ground (e.g., Martinez-
Calderon et al., 2015a,b, 2016) and from orbital platforms like the Van Allen
Probes (e.g., Němec et al., 2018) on field lines that connect through the plas-
masphere. The plasmasphere is known to have a whistler-mode ‘plasmaspheric
hiss’ that is detected between 200 to ~1 kHz (see the overview by Bortnik et
al. (2009a) and references therein). Episodes of plasmaspheric hiss emission
appears as a quasi-continuum in both time and frequency. Episodes of QP
emission differ from the plasmaspheric hiss in that they consist of a set of
discrete whistler mode bursts, with the bursts quasi-periodically spaced within
an episode. The episode can consist of 3 to > 20 individual bursts with a
spacing between the bursts from 10’s of seconds to 10’s of minutes (Němec et
al., 2013). The frequency extent of the QP emissions is typically between 0.2-
5 kHz (Hayosh et al., 2014; Němec et al., 2018). However, we present herein
QP cases observed by DSX instrumentation that extend up to 15 kHz.

There have been a set of notable recent large-scale studies of QP emission us-
ing modern day instrumentation onboard spacecraft in LEO and MEO. In over
27000 orbits, VLF sensing systems onboard the DEMETER spacecraft in LEO
commonly detected QP emissions on L < 6 on the dayside (QP episodes oc-
curring in about 5% of dayside orbits), but found the emission absent in the
nightside (Hayosh et al., 2014). QP emissions were generally found during
quiet periods with low Kp, possibly just following a slightly more active period
(Hayosh et al., 2013; Hayosh et al., 2014).

In contrast, plasma wave instruments onboard the Van Allen Probes found QP
emissions occurring at all local times within the plasmasphere in a data set span-
ning 5 years and containing 768 QP episodes (Němec et al., 2018). Therein, they
explained the possible difference in high and low altitude local time occurrence
as being a propagation effect: QPs generated in the outer plasmasphere (L ~
4) are not able to propagate to low altitudes in the nighttime as demonstrated
by previous ray tracing results of Němec et al. (2014) and Martinez-Caldron
et al. (2016). However, Němec et al. (2020) reported that the occurrence rate
between DEMETER and Van Allen Probes is so strikingly different, especially
in local time, that caution has to be used in any comparison between outer
plasmasphere and LEO/ground observation sets.

Němec et al. (2018) also reported that the QP emissions as observed on the
Van Allen probes were between 0.2 - 4 kHz and had a QP modulation period
that extended from < 30 s to 12 minutes, with episode periodicity peaking near
2 minutes. They noted that there was a mild positive correlation between QP
modulation period and local plasmaspheric density. They also took advantage
of the baseline made available by the two Van Allen Probe platforms: Two-
point measurements between the Van Allen Probes found that the QP region
of activity typically spanned about 1.5 hours in local time and 1 Re in radial
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distance.

Given the large number of spacecraft passing through the plasmasphere, there
are now numerous reports of simultaneous observations of the same episodes by
different platforms, including the same episodes as observed by the Van Allen
Probes, Cluster, and THEMIS (Němec et al., 2016), Van Allen Probes and a
ground-based station (Martinez-Calderon et al., 2016), and Cluster and DEME-
TER (Němec et al., 2013). The simultaneous observations suggest on occasion
that the region of QP activity can become very extended in the plasmasphere.

To date, the source of the QP emissions remains unknown. As described by
Němec et al (2018) and references therein, there are two general hypotheses for
the generation of the QP episodes: The first concept involves the ULF magnetic
wave modulation (i.e., control) of a localized equatorial wave-electron interac-
tion region at the outer edge of the plasmasphere. As described by Coroniti
and Kennel (1970) even small changes in the local magnetic field can alter the
growth rate of whistlers by creating distortions in velocity phase space of elec-
tron distribtions. However, a shear or compressional Alfven wave is required to
distort B. The second concept for creating QP emissions involves the Flow Cy-
clotron Instability (Demekov and Trakhtengerts, 1994) where the pulsation is in
association with the expenditure and replenishment of electron free energy in a
localized equatorial source region at the outer edge of the plasmasphere. Specifi-
cally, in a quasi-ducted equatorial source region at the edge of the plasmasphere,
electron free energy could be expended in a local region via the whistler mode
instability and thus the source region turns off. The replenishment time (or QP
modulation time) reflects the time for a new population of unstable electrons to
drift into the source flux tubes and replenish the free energy in the region.

The terrestrial plasmasphere is not the only location where quasi-periodic
whistler modes waves are observed. Radio instrumentation onboard the
Cassini spacecraft detected quasi-periodic whistler-mode emissions when
passing through magnetic field lines near L ~ 13 that thread through the
outer edge of the Enceladus-sourced plasma torus (Farrell et al., 2017). Radio
instrumentation onboard the Juno spacecraft also detected quasi-periodic
whistler mode emission when passing near field lines connected to the outer
edge of the Io plasma torus (Hospodarsky et al., 2020). Based on comparative
planetology, it appears that the outer edge of equatorial cold plasma regions,
where the gradient in density is perpendicular to B, may have some common
periodic source process.

We present observations of QP episodes as detected by the VLF electric and
magnetic sensors onboard the DSX spacecraft. While many of these QP episodes
appear similar in nature to those reported previously, we do find some new and
unusual cases worthy of description herein. Specifically, DSX instrumentation
detected a subset of QP episodes in the plasmasphere at frequencies between
5-15 kHz, which is of higher frequency that the QP episodes reported previously
that lie between 0.2-5 kHz. As we describe below, some of the bursts in the QP
episode were not fully separated in time and overlapped each other. In these
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cases, individual bursts would appear as up-drifting, polliwog-shaped tones on
a spectrogram, with the high frequency portion of one up-drifting tone being
ongoing concurrently with the low frequency portion of the next tone. We will
discuss this event simultaneity and the implications it might have on the QP
burst generation process.

2. The DSX Spacecraft and WPIx System

The Air Force Research Laboratory’s DSX spacecraft was launched on 25 June
2019 as part of DoD’s Space Test Program-2. The launch was on a SpaceX
Falcon Heavy which co-manifested a number of other spacecrafts including six
COSMIC-2 satellites and a set of cubesats. In total, 24 space vehicles from
13 organizations were launched and delivered into three different orbital ranges.
DSX spacecraft operations ceased on 31 May of 2021. The three-axis stabilized
DSX spacecraft consists of an avionics module and a payload module both
attached to an ESPA ring (Schoenberg et al., 2006; Scherbarth et al., 2009).
Figure 1 shows the DSX configuration with (a) a close-up and (b) a distant
perspective of the spacecraft with all booms and antenna deployed. Panel (c)
shows an image of DSX at the time of separation from the Falcon Heavy booster.
The avionics module deployed a solar array while the payload module deployed
two 8-m booms (with a magnetometer located at the end of one boom and a
search coil located at the end of the other boom), and two 40-m rigid antenna
booms (for 80-m tip-to-tip distance).

DSX was placed in a 2 Re by 3 Re (6000 x 12000 km) elliptical orbit with a 42o in-
clination taking the spacecraft through the plasmasphere, overlapping the inner
Van Allen radiation belt and slot region. An objective of DSX was to determine
the VLF wave propagation efficiency from ground and space-based transmitters,
and to characterize the VLF environment in MEO. Given these objectives, DSX
flew a Wave-Particle Interaction Experiment (WPIx) that included (1) a broad-
band receiver (BBR) built by Stanford University, (2) a tri-axial search coil
(TASC) built by NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, (3) a VLF wave trans-
mitter built by University of Massachusetts at Lowell consisting of a transmitter
& tuning unit, narrowband receiver from 3 to 750 kHz, and transmitter control
unit (together called TNT), (4) a magnetometer built by UCLA, and (5) a loss
cone electron ‘imager’ (LCI) to examine the electrons potentially scattered by
wave-particle interactions (see the DSX payload description in Scherbarth et al.,
2009).

The BBR had five input signals: Two E-field inputs between < 100 Hz to 50
kHz driven by pre-amplifiers connected to the long 80-m rigid dipole antenna
(Ey) and an 8-m monopole antenna integrated into the 8-m boom (Ez). There
were also three AC magnetic inputs driven by the three search coil 100 Hz –
50 kHz pre-amplifiers (Bx, By, Bz). These five inputs into the BBR could be
switched between five ‘heritage’ 50 kHz receiver channels and five new ‘micro-
receiver’ channels. The micro-receiver channels consisted of custom-designed
receiver chips that had not been previously operated in the space environment.
Each receiver channel included adjustable gains, signal filtering, and additional
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conditioning. The signal in each of the five channels then underwent analog-
to-digital conversion and subsequent onboard spectral analysis, including cross-
channel correlations. Survey spectral products of Ey and By were produced and
consistently returned with a temporal resolution of 30 seconds. These products
will be presented herein.

The DSX spacecraft also had the ability to store and return BBR waveform
information at 100 kS/s in each of the five channels (0.5 MS/s) in an adjustable
time window extending up to 30 minutes. This waveform capture could occur
numerous times per ~5 hour orbit, with the capture periods pre-programed
based upon ongoing operations, available memory, and discussions with the
science team.

3. Plasmaspheric QP Observations

Over the course of the nearly 2-year mission, there were at least 45 episodes of
quasi-periodic emissions detected by the BBR. QP emissions were identified as
episodes of clear unambiguous periodic events (i.e., broadband bursts or updrift
tones) detected by both the electric antenna and search coil magnetic antenna
in the survey data. The survey data has a temporal resolution of 30 sec, so
the QP episodes presented herein typically had events with periodicities greater
than 1 minute. We note that the DSX detection rate of QP episodes is less than
that reported by Němec et al. (2018) using the Van Allen Probes. However,
our selection criteria of having both an unambiguous E and B signal together
may be a more constraining limit. Of the 45 episodes, about 66% of the these
occurred in a frequency range between 1-4 kHz in the band described previously
by Němec et al. (2018). However, the remaining episodes appeared at higher
frequencies extending all the way to 15 kHz.

Figure 2 shows a gallery of frequency vs time spectrograms of QP episodes
detected by the By sensor of search coil magnetic antenna using the DSX survey
measurements. These QP episodes are proto-typical having a periodicity of 1-
10 minutes and a frequency range between about 1 and 4 kHz. Individual
events have a spectrogram morphology appearing as ‘tadpoles’ or polliwogs on
a frequency vs. time spectrogram (especially panel a and c).

While many QP episodes were found between 1 and 4 kHz, a subset of episodes
was found at higher frequencies. Figure 3 shows an Ey frequency vs time
spectrogram of ‘polliwog’-shaped QP events occurring on DOY 221 of 2020.
This episode lasted for about 75 minutes and consists of a set of ~ 19 up-drifting
tones that appear very similar to Figure 2a and c, but are now found at higher
frequencies between 10 and 15 kHz. The repetition rate for the individual events
was about 4 minutes, but does show variation, with the event occurrence rate
slowing to over ten minutes for the last two events.

Another interesting feature of this episode is that the individual polliwog up-
drifting features can occur concurrently (i.e., overlap in time). The red line in
the figure makes this overlap evident. Note that at the same time as the vertical
red line, three different up-drifting features are observed simultaneously, with
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the high frequency portion of one polliwog feature at 14 kHz occurring simulta-
neously as a 12 kHz emission from the adjacent event and 10 kHz emission from
a third event. The QP event displayed in Figure 2c also shows individual up-
drifting tones that overlap in time (albeit not as obvious as in Figure 3). This
overlap has not been emphasized in previous reports and we will delve into this
area further in the discussion section. Figures 4 and 5 shows other examples
of the QP episodes occurring above 5 kHz as detected in the electric field, Ey.
These episodes also consist of individual polliwog-shaped up-drifting tones that
are periodic but updrift such that there is temporal overlap of the features.

Figure 6 shows the episode range of (a) L-shell, (b) magnetic latitude, and (c)
local time, respectively, for 45 QP episodes in the DSX set. Note that the QP
episodes are detected in a broad range of L-shells, magnetic latitudes, and local
times – including in both dayside and nightside regions examined by DSX. DSX
QP observations are thus consistent with Van Allen Probe QP observations,
with episodes observed at all LTs (Němec et al., 2018). While the episodes
are found in a broad range of locations, there does appear to be a clustering
of episodes in LT. For example, note that episodes 40 to 43 all occurred on
different orbits but appear near the same range of LT, although the episodes
have differing magnetic latitudes ranges from above to below the equator. There
is a similar clustering of episodes in LT in pre-dawn hours for the early episodes
in the mission. The range of L-shells are found to be broad, but having greatest
occurrence between an L of 3 and 4.5. Examining Figure 6b, of the 45 episodes,
there were only 10 episodes that were detected as DSX transited the magnetic
equator. In contrast, there were 32 episodes that were detected predominately
at higher magnetic latitudes greater than +/- 20o. Thus, while the emissions are
found at all latitudes, there is a slight tendency for detection at higher latitudes.

We selected episodes that displayed simultaneous and obvious quasi-periodic
activity in both the E-field and B-field sensing systems onboard DSX. Thus,
the episodes selected are quasi-electromagnetic in nature. Figure 7 shows the
index of refraction characteristics for the event shown in Figure 5, as derived
from Appleton-Hartree formalism (Gurnett and Bhattacharjee, 2005). During
this episode, DSX is moving from high southern latitudes to low latitudes. The
narrowband receiver of TNT detected an upper hybrid frequency, fUH, that was
steadily rising from 10:30 to 11:30 UT from ~90 kHz to 300 kHz, while the
electron cyclotron frequency, fce, was just below 50 kHz throughout most of
this interval (as determined from magnetic field modeling). This increase in
fUH corresponds to an increasing electron plasma frequency, fpe, from 75 kHz
(electron density of 70/cm3) at the beginning of the interval to 295 kHz (electron
density of 1070/cm3) at the end of the interval. DSX was thus initially at high
southern latitudes crossing relatively high L-shells that are located in a lower
density region of the plasmasphere, and then moved more equatorward back
into the central plasmasphere as the episode was ongoing. We apply a value
of fpe ~ 120 kHz in our analysis corresponding to the conditions when the QP
episode was most intense near 11:00 UT.
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In Figure 7a, we find that the whistler mode branch (labeled ‘W’ in the figure)
for quasi-parallel propagation has a minimum in index of refraction below 10
between 5 and 15 kHz, which is the same frequency range as the QP episode in
Figure 5. As shown in Figure 7b, at 12 kHz, the index of refraction is the lowest
at low wave normal angles, but becomes large at angles beyond 65o. At these
large indices, the emission is considered quasi-electrostatic and a reduction in
B-field strength would be expected. Thus, the QP episode having a detectable
E and B component is consistent with a whistler mode emission having an index
of refraction between 5 and 20.

One immediate consequence of their electromagnetic nature is that the speed of
the high frequency QP emission like that in Figure 5 is locally very fast. Thus,
the up-drifting ‘polliwog’ tones in Figure 3 extending over many minutes are
difficult to explain based on a dispersive propagation effect in the plasmasphere.
The group velocity for the whistler mode emission in a dense plasma is vg ~
2c f1/2 fce

1/2fpe
-1 (Gurnett and Bhattacharjee, 2005) which for the QP episode

in Figure 5 at 12 kHz corresponds to a value of 0.4c. If the frequency drift is
associated with dispersion through the plasmasphere medium, then the distance
required to obtain ~ 4 minutes of dispersion between 10 kHz and 15 kHz for an
individual polliwog feature is over 800 Re – too long to be realistic. Note also
that the group velocity varies directly with f1/2, thus higher frequency freely-
propagating emissions should arrive at DSX before lower frequency emissions,
thus creating to a down-drifting tone (like a VLF lightning whistler). Instead,
an up-drifting tone is observed. Hence, we conclude that cutoff-free propagation
in the medium can be ruled out to explain the polliwog up-drifting features.

4. High Frequency QP Episodes

The set of 15 high frequency QP episodes, extending from 5 to15 kHz, have some
common features. First, the episodes tended to be detected at dawn and dusk.
Figure 8 shows the local time for the 15 high frequency QP episodes. There
is clear clustering of activity with 7 episodes detected between 3 - 8 hours local
time and 5 episodes found between 15 - 20 hours local time. Note that only 1
episode extends to local noon and no high frequency QP activity is detected in
the few hours surrounding local midnight.

Second, there is a tendency to observe the high frequency QP episodes when
DSX is at relatively high magnetic latitudes. Figure 9 compares (a) location
of the center of each of the DSX QP episodes and (b) the same for the subset of
high frequency QP episodes. The locations are overlaid on an empirical density
model of the plasmasphere derived from IMAGE/RPI observations (Huang et
al., 2004). In panel (a), the episodes tend to be located at all latitudes, with the
location corresponding to orbital coverage provided by the DSX trajectory. For
example, DSX did not extend beyond 3 Re and consequently activity on L-shell
values greater than 3 were only sampled when the spacecraft extended to high
latitudes. In panel b, we find that the subset of high frequency QP episodes
tended to be observed when DSX extended to high latitudes on L-shells between
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3 and 4.

Third, some of the high frequency QP episodes occurred concurrent with a
strong plasmaspheric density gradient as sensed by the change in upper hybrid
frequency from the narrowband receiver on TNT. The average position of this
gradient is shown in the empirical density model of Figure 9b, with a number of
the high frequency QP episode locations (those in the red circle) corresponding
to high latitude regions where the plasmaspheric density is quickly changing
from < 100/cm3 (blue region) to > 500/cm3 (green region) in a quasi-radial
distance of about ~ 0.25 Re (~1500 km). However, since the position of the
gradient can vary, each episodes needs to be examined in detail to determine if
the episode and gradient are concurrent.

Figure 10 shows the range of (a) upper hybrid frequency, fUH , (b) the ratio of
the range in fuh, and (c) corresponding density for the episodes that had simul-
taneous TNT receiver measurements that detected the upper hybrid frequency
in the plasmasphere. Most of the QP episodes tended to occur in regions having
a broad range in upper hybrid frequency. However, a number of high frequency
QP episodes (indicated by asterisk in the figure) tended to occur in low density
regions where the upper hybrid emission was below 200 kHz. Figure 10b shows
the ratio of this range in upper hybrid resonance values from the values for each
episode shown in Figure 10a. There were four episodes where the upper hybrid
frequency changed by a factor of at least 3 during the episode, and all four were
high frequency QP episodes.

Using a simple dipole B-field model, a local electron cyclotron frequency was
calculated, and an estimate of the density range for each episode was derived
(Figure 10c). Again, most of the QP episodes tended to occur in regions
where the density was changing significantly, but 7 of the 12 high frequency
QP episodes (those with asterisk) occurred fully or in part at locations where
densities dropped below 200/cm3 during their respective episode. These low
densities tended to be found at the beginning or the end of the episode, at a
time when DSX was at its largest magnetic latitudes. The typical QP episodes
between 1-4 kHz (those without asterisk) were also found in a broad range of
electron density values, but tended to occur in plasmasphere regions with den-
sities above 200/cm3. For example, of the 24 typical 1-4 kHz QP episodes, only
four episodes had part of their emission extending into regions with densities
below 200/cm3.

5. Discussion and Interpretations

Given these characteristics of the high frequency QP episodes, we can consider
possible source processes that could account for the up-drifting polliwog events
that can overlap in time. In the past, it has been suggested that ULF magnetic
waves may modulate the emission source region to thus control the instability
and generate the QP emission. Herein, we consider an alternate but related
scenario where plasmaspheric density waves act to modulate the whistler mode
instability in the QP whistler mode source region. He et al. (2020) reported
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on the observation of plasmasphere density wave activity occurring during a
solar storm that gives rise to a saw-tooth aurora and drives ULF magnetic
waves. While the high frequency QP emissions presented herein occur during
relatively low Kp periods, electron density modulations are frequently occur-
ring throughout the outer plasmasphere (see Figure 9 and 10 of LeDocq et al.,
1994). CRRES detected quasi-periodic density fluctuations with density varia-
tions up to 200/cm3 in a frequency range in the spacecraft frame from 2 mHz
(~8 min) to 61 mHz (~0.25 min) (LeDocq et al., 1994). Given that the electron
resonance energy for the whistler mode instability varies as 1/ne (Gurnett and
Bhattacharjee, 2005), a modulation by a small factor in density in the source re-
gion can shift the growing whistler waves out of resonance with a stable energetic
electron population in the source region especially in the case of an energetic
electron distribution that is limited in energy extent (i.e., relatively narrow en-
ergy range). A quasi-periodic wave-like density modulation would then take a
source region repeatedly in and out of resonance with a stable, narrow energetic
electron population, giving rise to a quasi-periodic emission.

Thus, one non-unique interpretation of the up-drifting polliwog events found in
each episode is that they are associated with a cold plasma density wave propa-
gating through an equator whistler mode source region, as illustrated in Figure
11. In the source region, we presume that the emission source at each frequency
would be displaced spatially, with low frequency emission coming from a region
at larger radial distance and high frequency region at lower radial distance. As
the density wave propagates through the source region, it stimulates emission
at a given location and frequency when the density in the wave is of the correct
value to maximize the electron resonance with the whistler mode waves. Each
up-drifting tone then represents a density modulation propagating through the
source region as it progressively stimulates growth at each source location. In
the illustration, there are two density modulations in the source region, A and
B. Modulation B is located at lower L-shell and emitting at a higher frequency
than the emission generated at the location of modulation A. As both density
modulations propagate through the source region, they create the up-drifting
tones. As illustrated, if the density modulation separation (i.e., wavelength) is
less than the size of the source region, then multiple density modulations can be
contained in the source region, giving rise to temporally concurrent up-drifting
tones. Specifically, the high frequency emission from one source location trig-
gered by density modulation B occurs at the same time as the low frequency
emission from another source location triggered by density modulation A.

One can envision other variations on this density concept but, in each case, the
fluctuation in density would be the controlling element giving rise to the QP
emission. Unfortunately, DSX spatial coverage is limited in equatorial regions
to < 3 Re and thus we do not have a direct sense of the outer plasmasphere
conditions at the equator that might magnetically-connect to the high latitude,
high frequency QP episodes at or beyond L ~ 4.

However, we also cannot rule out a second compelling source scenario for the
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high frequency QP emissions. Bortnik et al. (2008, 2009b) presented the inter-
esting possibility that extra-plasmaspheric chorus can propagate into the plas-
masphere, entering at high latitudes near L ~ 3-4 to thus become part of the
plasmaspheric hiss emissions. Figure 1 of Bortnik et al. (2008) shows the ray
paths of chorus launched near L = 6 from an equatorial source, the entry of
chorus into the plasmasphere at high latitudes, and the subsequent trapped ray
within the plasmasphere. While that study emphasized signals near 1 kHz, an
analogous scenario could be made for the high frequency QP emissions discussed
herein. As indicated in Figure 9, DSX’s high latitude excursions may have al-
lowed the spacecraft to pass through the entry region for extra-plasmaspheric
chorus. Chorus is also known to be present at high frequencies (5- 15 kHz),
further connecting these high frequency QP episodes to chorus. Chorus also
consists of up-drifting tones but on substantially shorter time-scales – 10’s of
milliseconds. Further study is needed to determine if the wave dispersion is
so great upon entering the high density plasmaspheric region that the chorus
up-drifting tones can dilate to minute time-scales. The low index of refraction
(Figure 7) suggests that such dilation is extremely difficult to envision in the
middle plasmasphere, but the refraction of emission at the high latitude entry
point may provide event dilation.

It should be noted that two of the high frequency QP episodes were detected in a
low-density region immediately adjacent to a very steep high-density region. In
Figure 11, these are episodes 12 and 39. Note that the upper hybrid frequency
and derived electron density in these three cases did not display a large range
since the waves did not appear to propagate into the steep density gradient
region. One possible (non-unique) interpretation of these episodes in the Bortnik
et al. framework (2008, 2009b) is that the density gradient was so steep that
the extra-plasmaspheric chorus was refracted away from the plasmasphere, and
thus could not enter at this time. In contrast, for other episodes, the chorus
could enter at high latitudes to thus ultimately appear as the high frequency
QP emissions.

Further study is needed to fully understand the source of these high frequency
QP episodes (and, in general, all of the QP episodes). Such studies should pursue
the connection of the QP emissions to plasmaspheric density modulations and
any possible connection of external chorus to the QP emissions.

6. Conclusions

We present new findings associated with plasmaspheric quasi-periodic emissions
as detected by the BBR onboard the DSX spacecraft. While a set of more typical
QP emissions between 1-4 kHz were frequently detected, there was also the ob-
servation of higher frequency (5-15 kHz) QP emissions with episodes tending to
occur at dawn and dusk, as the spacecraft extended to high magnetic latitudes.
In some cases, the plasmaspheric density (as derived using the TNT-detected
upper hybrid frequency) had a sharp gradient, with the density ranging from <
100/cm3 to > 1000 cm3 over the course of the episode. However, there were two
noteworthy cases where the high frequency emissions remained outside a steep
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plasmaspheric density gradient – with the steepness of the gradient possibly
determining access into the plasmasphere. We suggest the possibility that QP
emission is created via density modulations that propagate through a source
region. Recent work suggests that density modulations are common throughout
the plasmasphere and such density modulations – especially quasi-periodic mod-
ulation – are capable of taking a wave-electron source into and out of resonance
at the periodicity of the density wave. However, we also cannot rule out the
possibility that the high frequency QP emissions are extra-plasmaspheric chorus
gaining entry into the plasmasphere at high latitudes. Next steps in this work
include a ray tracing of the QP emissions, a more detailed development of a QP
emission source (like that in Figure 11), and connecting the DSX QP emission
set to those found by other spacecraft to thus place the new observations herein
in context with preceding missions.
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Figure 1 – An illustration of the DSX spacecraft shown in its deployed config-
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uration from both (a) a close up and (b) distant perspective, while (c) is an
image of the spacecraft at its release from the Falcon Heavy during the STP-2
mission.

Figure 2- A set of BBR survey frequency vs time spectrograms of QP episodes
as detected by the magnetic search coil antenna, By.
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Figure 3- A frequency vs time spectrogram from Ey showing a high frequency
QP episode having individual up-drifting tones appearing as ‘polliwog’-shaped
features. The tones also overlap slightly in time.
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Figure 4 – A frequency vs time spectrogram from Ey showing a high frequency
QP episode.
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Figure 5- A frequency vs time spectrogram from Ey showing a high frequency
QP episode.
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Figure 6 – The range of (a) L-shell value, (b) magnetic latitude and (c) local
time for the 45 QP episodes found in the BBR survey measurements during the
DSX mission.
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Figure 7 – The modeled index of refraction as a function of (a) frequency (at
a fixed wave normal angle of 25o) and (b) wave normal angle (as a function of
fixed frequency of 12 kHz) run with environmental conditions consistent with
the high frequency QP episode shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 8 – The range of local time for the 15 high frequency QP episodes. These
episodes tend to be observed near dawn and dusk.
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Figure 9 – The central location of (a) all QP episodes and (b) the high frequency
QP episodes overlaid on an IMAGE/RPI plasmasphere density map from Huang
et al. (2004).

Figure 10 – Shown is (a) the range of the upper hybrid frequency during each
episode, (b) the ratio of max to min upper hybrid value over that range, and (c)
an estimate of the corresponding range in electron density during the episodes.
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The high frequency QP episodes are identified by asterisk.

Figure 11 – Cartoon illustration of a density wave passing through a QP source
region. Assuming a continuous energetic electron population, the cold electron
density modulations takes the energetic electron population in and out of reso-
nance with the whistler mode waves. The modulations, like A and B, traveling
through the source region gives rise to the up-drifting features. See text for
more details. Illustration of the plasmasphere and density wave is adapted from
He et al. (2020).
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